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I am going to tell you about the role that AI will play in libraries.
But not only that..
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THE ROLE OF 
LIBRARIES IN AI
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…equally important is  to talk about the role Libraries can and (hopefully) will play in 
AI
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Libraries in AI

AI in Libraries

The 
Library

Our
Patrons

The 
Society

The AI

AI will improve the services that
we offer our clients in many ways. 

More and better information; 
better and new products and

services

AI will change the work
processes in the library

Libraries have much to
contribute to the

development of AI: data, 
content and expertise

Libraries have been dealing
with ethical issues since

they are in existence

- AI in Libraries is about the impact on our patrons, and about the impact on the
work at the library, and on the librarians.
- The other way around, Libraries in AI is about the impact of Libraries  on the AI 
itself, and on the ethical side of AI.

In this workshop I wil give examples of  AI in Libraries and we will present seven
principles for AI.
Let’s start with our users, the patrons.
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Search /
Discovery

What if the
computer has 
read every book, 
newspaper, 
magazine, 
website? 

Many applications of AI can be seen as advanced search and discovery technologies. 
- What if the computer has read every book, newspaper and magazine? Then you get 
improved search. You are familiar with that: full tekst, thesaurs, topics. Not yet AI, 
just smart search.
- But what if the computer has understood every book, newspaper and magazine? 
Then you get real answers, in stead of just information.
- What if the computer has understood why you are asking something: than you get 
real advice.
Libraries should use AI to return usable, correct and objective answers, instead of 
commercial or political answers that try to manipulate users.

Manufacturers of library systems, like OCLC, ProQuest, EBSCO are busy developing AI-
based search and especially discovery systems.
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Recom-
menders

Recommendations are an AI application that is already widely being used in the 
library. 
We have known recommenders for years, thanks to Amazon and its many copy cats.
So I assume this is old news for you, but we cannot ignore it in a presentation about 
AI in Libraries.

The first generation recommenders were based on purchasing patterns and behavior 
of other clients, but today the content of the books is analyzed to make comparisons.
In general, there are some 30 recommender engines available, more than half of 
them Open Source.

This is an example developed by the KB together with Bookarang.
Based on a book by Geert Mak, called De Brug (das heisst: ‘die Brücke’), ‘Oost ist
West’ by Benali is recommended , which is a good recommendation.
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Automatic
generation of
audiobooks

Speech is becoming more and more important in working with computers. Also in the 
form of audio books. 
It is expensive and it is difficult to make a good audiobook. 
In the early days writers sometimes did it themselves, like Flemish author Hugo Claus 
on this CD in the 80's. And that made perfectly clear why they became writers, not 
speakers. 

Nowadays it's actors who do this. But that takes time and a lot of money. And it 
doesn't scale.
Now you may know text-to-speech software like Audio Book Maker, but I am talking 
about the next level.

If we can synthesize speech in a completely natural-sounding way, then you've 
transformed all your books into an audio book in one go. 
Or even better, if we can analyze an actor's voice and then synthesize it into an AI 
Reader, then it would not be distinghuisable from real. 
The technology is already there.
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Conversational AI: IBM Project Debater 2019

You have probably heard of IBM Watson, introduced 9 years ago already.
This is the next step. This machine here is called Project Debater. 
It actually debates on the basis of having read 400 million documents, 50x the size of 
the etire Wikipedia. 
It analyzed what arguments are and uses  them in hhis debating. You should look this 
film up onyoutube, its amazing.

[De moeilijkheid is hier drievoudig: 
1. Volgen van vaak snel en slordig uitgesproken taal
2. Snappen dat sommige zinnen weliswaar over het onderwerp gaan, maar daarom 

nog geen argumenten bevatten
3. Correctie verhalen en tegenargumenten opbouwen uit alle zinnen die er zijn.]
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The 
Library

Our
Patrons

The 
Society

The AI

AI will change the work
processes in the library

So now let’s have a look at some examples of how AI willchange the work 
processes of the libaries.
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At the KB we are investigating how AI can help recognise texts on scans and convert 
them into searchable texts. 

Processing by the computer does require that the texts are machine-readable. This is 
a problem with poor quality scans. 
Often old newspapers, or worse, handwriting like this.
We have been applying optical character recognition and optical layout recognition 
(OCR and OLR) for a long time already. 

We currently focus on deep learning techniques to improve our OCR, so that the 
computer can be trained to recognize and correct its own errors. 
We are able to apply these techniques to old printed matter and even manuscripts, 
which until now could only be digitized with big human efforts.
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Automatic
Metadata

At the KB we have more than 60 professionals working on our metadata 
(bibliographic, preservation and access metadata combined). 

This type of metadata is the foundation of many applications that we use today. They 
are needed for discovery and for recommenders.

No need to explain that we have some interest in automation of the processes 
around metadata.

No wonder that we are researching and experimenting with automatic categorization 
and keyword extraction. 
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Download 
from
www.kb.nl

In fact, our Research team did a study last year, and their findings are reported in this
excellent ebook, which you can download from our site.
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Automatic 
compilation of 
handbooks/ 
textbooks

You wouldn't immediately think so based on the title, but this is the most spectacular 
book that was published last year.

Why? Well, read the subtitle.

This book was automatically compiled from a set of more than 50,000 articles.

That is not trivial, because the system determines independently which articles are 
important, makes a logical order and removes  redundancy while creating abstracts 
and summaries. 
Imagine that you as a library could combine publications in this way.
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Robo
Journalism

Robo journalism
In this system financial and other company data are automatically converted into an 
understandable press release, giving explanation and interpretation of the financial 
data.

This example is generated by an application called Wordsmith, which Associated
Press uses as the core of their service Automated Insights.

The business case is simple: AP has to process and publish 4,400 Financial Reports
each quarter again. Using this system they do this 15x faster!

AP says: “The overall goal: for reporters to focus less on numbers and more on 
nuance.”
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The 
Library

Our
Patrons

The 
Society

The AI

We need ethical princples
for using AI.

Why?

Why do we need AI principles?

We need principles because...
AI applications can be bad. Whether this is out of malicious intent or bliss ignorance
–
the effect for the end user, the library's client, is the same.
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Automated
Metadata

We need principles because

AI-created Metadata can also hide information from you, in stead of helping you find
it.
Because
AI-based search and discovery can result in wrong decisions
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Automated
Recom-
menders

Because
AI-created Recommenders can manipulate you into choosing books that someone
else wants you to read or buy.
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Automatic 
Textbook
Compilation

Because
Automatically composed and edited handbooks can leave out vital research. 
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Robo
Journalism

Because
Robo journalism can lead to fake news.

Because
we do not want to ruin Good AI goals because of Bad AI.
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AI & LIBRARIES:
SEVEN PRINCIPLES

That is why we need Principles.

As National Library we feel we have a responsibility in addressing these issues. 
We have formulated seven principles we feel any AI-application in the context of the 
Library should comply with. 
Seven principles that takes the potential and the benefits of AI as starting point, and 
at the same times give guidelines to avoid ethical pitfalls.
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SDG 4.6: 
promoting literacy

SDG 16.10: 
providing access to
information 

So when we say the potential and the benefits of AI, we have these development 
goals of the UN in mind.

Applying AI in libraries should support the sustainable development goals, specifically 
SDG 16.10 providing public access to information and SDG 4.6 promoting literacy 
and numeracy.
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INCLUSIVE

SAFE

TRANS-
PARENT

NEUTRAL

AI & Libraries:
7 PRINCIPLES

ROBUST

ACCESSIBLE

HUMANS
IN THE LOOP
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High-level 
principles

Mid-level 
norms 

Low-level 
requirements

That concludes the principles. Mind you, “Principles alone cannot guarantee ethical 
AI”

We need to translate them to norms and then to requirements.

But that is the sequel of this workshop, hopefully we see you there in real life!

[Norms: e.g. test-methods
Req:  e.g. the percentage of 
errors allowed]
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nationale
bibliotheek

Thank you!
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